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This thesis presents the idea of a networked, transient mode of local food 
exchange and proposes a responsive infrastructure for integrating dynamic 
markets within the urban fabric.  Focusing on market typologies as an 
area for critical intervention, I propose a design strategy whereby vendors 
are liberated from regulated market schedules and retail locations, and 
mobilized to operate as independent distributors informed by real-time 
supply and demand fluctuations.  A research study is presented on early 
European traders, modern location theories, and contemporary supply 
chain logistics in order to contextualize the proposition within a historically 
evolving spatial relationship between producers and consumers.  Using 
social, environmental, and economic lenses, I assess the benefits of a 
transient food market for South Tyrol, Italy, a region with a long tradition of 
agricultural production but where modern advances in technology provide 
significant advantages for exporting products rather than selling locally. 
The design research and proposal is presented as four distinct ideas that 
articulate the emerging role of the 1) producer, 2) products, 3) people, and 
4) places within a digitally connected and socially networked environment. 
The convergence of these ideas establishes the critical design project, 
which is formalized and tested through a series of future projections that 
speculate on the spatial evolution of cities as people become increasingly 
connected and guided within an urban operating system.
Topics discussed within this thesis include responsive “plug in” 
infrastructures, networked people and products, real-time data mining and 
analysis, and urban operating systems inspired by theories and applications 
of architectural cybernetics.
Thesis Supervisor: Carlo Ratti PhD
Title: Associate Professor of the Practice
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The past decade has seen a sharp increase in demand for locally grown, 
organic products.  News of obesity rates, contamination outbreaks, and 
poor livestock conditions have led many to reexamine their food sources 
and consider alternative places to buy products beyond the supermarket 
and fast food retailers1.  Grassroots efforts have risen to combat such 
trends, most notably the “Slow Food Movement” which first surfaced in Italy 
as resistence to a McDonalds opening near the Spanish Steps in Rome2. 
Groundbreaking documentaries such as “Fast Food Nation” and “Food, 
Inc” offer a focused look at the crisis by exposing the social, economic, 
and environmental factors that have driven the shift from small-scale 
agriculture to mono-cropping practices requiring extensive supply-chain 
logistics3.  With communities eager to support local farming and affordable 
food options, there has been a growing interest in the farmers’ market 
as a means for interfacing with local producers and purchasing fresh, 
affordable organic products.  Although the number of market patrons is 
on the rise, local vendors continuously struggle to maintain a competitive 
advantage over supermarket retailers that offer fast, convenient, and 
consistent food services.  The limitations of current farmers’ markets 
can be attributed to limited schedules and locations, and variable supply 
and demand throughout the year.  Existing spatial, social, and economic 
structures create an environment more hospitable to export distribution 
strategies and supermarket retailers.  As cities continue to grow in size 
and complexity with their boundaries persistently pushing outward, there 
arises an urgency to provide more sustainable methods for small, local 
producers to distribute their products in an efficient, affordable way.
1 Lohr, S. Low, and C. Newman, Local Food Systems: Concepts, Impacts, and Issues, Eco-
nomic Research Report Number 97. United States Department of Agriculture. May 2010
2 G. Andrews, “The Slow Food Story: Politics and Pleasure”. 2008: London, Pluto Press
3 K. Severson. “Eat, Drink, Think, Change.” The New York Times. June 3, 2009
Statement of the Problem
Food & the City1
slow food interest in 
a fast world economy
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The challenges associated with infrastructures of local food exchange 
are most readily seen within the issues of accessibility and adaptability. 
In South Tyrol, a northern region of Italy, the patterns of activity related 
to food throughout the year show considerable flucations occuring around 
supply and demand (see Table 1).  During harvest season, demand for 
farm labor rises drastically only to drop away almost entirely during the 
winter months1.  Also of importance is the presence of tourists who create 
a huge surge in interest for local products but for a very limited amount of 
time2.  The region of South Tyrol aims to promote local culture through an 
abundance of outdoor concerts and festivals but these events depend on 
a surplus of resources and collaboration across several industries in the 
area.  On a daily scale, the demand for food at meal times is significant for 
local businesses which need to be prepared with the appropriate resources 
to accommodate spontaneous demand (see Table 2).  The problem with this 
dynamic culture of food is that existing infrastructures for food exchange are 
static.  Supermarkets have the same store hours and locations throughout 
the year despite supply and demand variations.  Farmers’ markets have a 
little more adaptability and producers rely on these outlets for selling off 
their surplus during harvest season.  One a daily scale, the markets aren’t 
readily available for meal-time customers.
1 L. Oswald, B. Moroder. South Tyrol’s Economy: It’s Structure and Specific Features. Cham-
ber of Commerce, Industry, Crafts, and Agriculture of Bolzano, 2006
2 B. Prugger and A. Zuegg, Sudtirol in Zahlen. SMG, 2009
air transport
ground 
transport
rail transport
local producer
supermarket
estimation from the provincial statistics institute
general estimation
table 1: yearly activity flux
supermarkets
supermarkets
farmers’ markets
farmers’ markets
food purchases
farm labor
tourism
festivals
dec      jan      feb      mar      apr      may      jun      jul      aug      sep      oct      nov
7am          12am      7pm             12pm
table 2: daily activity flux
Supply and demand are dynamic, yet 
existing infrastructures are static.
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An investigation into food exchange requires a look at the historically evolving 
spatial relationship between producers and consumers.  The following 
chapter outlines three typologies of food exchange that offer insight into 
how society has been shaped by food, and how society has redefined the 
spatial dispersal of food production.  The first typology, transient locations 
of exchange, describes the benefits of mobility as it allows for continuous 
adaptation alongside supply and demand fluctuations as well as urban 
dynamics.  The second typology, fixed locations of exchange, outlines the 
importance of addressing distance limitations when determining ideal 
exchange positions.  The final typology, networked locations of exchange, 
addresses the significant advantage of increasing communication between 
producers and consumers.
Transient Locations of Exchange
Fixed Locations of Exchange
Networked Locations of Exchange
Background of the Problem
Spatial Issues of Food Exchange2
introduction
Food markets and street vendors have existed since the earliest town 
settlements were formed, however, the spatial relationship between 
producers and consumers has seen significant transformation throughout 
history (due to innovations in packaging, transportation, and communication). 
Before markets were designated as formal exchange points in the city, 
trade existed as a transient mode of distribution.  Early civilizations gained 
access to distant products through nomadic traders called pedlars.  The 
earliest record of peddling dates to the 15th century where mountainous 
regions along the Alpine curve saw numerous populations settling around 
trade routes and pedlars would service the high altitude villages that ran 
from the Savoy region to the Tyrol.  Despite the seemingly autonomous 
nature of the pedlar’s work, the traveling vendor would operate within 
tight communal networks made up of family relatives collaborating around 
production, processing, and distribution.  Another version of the mobile 
vendor network was found in the migratory movement, which would 
designate pedlars to seek out business and trading opportunities ahead 
transient 
locations
of exchange
A map of the Tyrols in 1800 showing the major trade routes (in yellow).
of the masses1.  The distinguishing feature of these transient businesses 
was their adaptability.  Mobile vendors were eager to accommodate new 
settlements by adjusting their routes and increasing supply.  The network 
around the pedlars also served as a communication platform by which 
vendors could share information on populated areas and farmers could 
collect details about which products were selling best.  Seasonality was 
also an important factor that determined the vendor distribution strategy. 
The impermanence of the pedlar operation allowed producers to adjust 
their number of distributors as supply fluctuated and harvest time required 
more on-site workers.
1  L. Fontaine. History of Pedlars in Europe. Duke Univeristy, 1996, pg 8-12
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As societies further established themselves and city centers began to grow, 
there emerged a number of theories for how urban space and agricultural 
land might coexist in service of one another.  The popular sentiment among 
economists and town planners was that rising populations and expanding 
boundaries required locations for food exchange to become increasingly 
centralized and regulated.  In 1826, German economist Johann Heinrich 
von Thuenen put forth a hypothesis that described a series of agricultural 
‘rings’ around the city that would reflect land rent and land use1.  Thuenen 
argued that, due to transportation limitations and production demands, 
products requiring immediate delivery to patrons would be grown closest 
to the city while livestock, which could walk itself into the city before being 
slaughtered, could occupy the outermost ring.  This spatial relationship also 
acknowledged that livestock grazing would require a substantial amount of 
land and should therefore be reserved for the cheapest, most outer regions. 
The designation of a central space for the “farmers’ market” soon took 
place whereby regional producers would bring products into the city center 
on designated days and local communities could find a lively scene on the 
city streets with products from all over2.  While the Von Thuenen Model 
hypothesized about how agriculture would develop around a city, Central 
Place Theory aimed to explain where a city center would emerge and why. 
The theory, initiated by Walter Christaller in 1933, argued that settlements 
are simply “central places providing services to surrounding areas” and 
their number, size and location are part of a self-organizing urban system3. 
Within the spatial diagram, Christaller identified the “threshold” as the size 
of population required for adequate consumption and the “range” as the 
maximum distance people would be willing to travel for purchasing the 
product.  Central Place Theory was later met with criticism, as it did not 
readily acknowledge the diversity of products offered or the temporal aspect 
of urban development.  In some ways, however, Central Place Theory is an 
appropriate model for the way many farmers’ markets and supermarkets 
operate today.  Farmers’ markets are often initiated by local communities 
who find that fresh, organic produce is limited and therefore request a 
weekly market to serve them.  Once the community boundaries extend the 
“range” as termed by Christaller, another farmers’ market will need to be 
established in order to maintain equilibrium.  Supermarket locations are 
determined through demographic studies that identify underserved areas. 
The large scale and diversity of products offered at supermarkets extends 
the “range” parameter within Christaller’s model since people are willing 
to travel further distances if the shopping tasks are consolidated into 
one location.  Patrons of famers’ markets typical shop 2-3 times a week 
whereas supermarket customers reduce their visits to only once a week4.
1 M. Fujita, P. Krugman, and A Venables. The Spatial Economy: Cities, Regions, and Interna-
tional Trade. MIT Press. 1999
2  C. Steel. Hungry City: How Food Shapes Our Lives. Random House UK. 2008
3  B. Goodall. The Penguin Dictionary of Human Geography. London: Penguin, 1987
4  Scarpellini, Emanuela. Shopping American-Style: The Arrival of the Supermarket in Post-
ware Italy. Enterprise & Society, Vol. 5 No. 4, Business History Conference 2004
fixed locations 
of exchange
Von Thunen Model / 1826 Central Place Theory / 1933
threshold
distance 
from city
vegetables
wheat
cattle
range
Farmers Market in Bolzano, Italy / 1901
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Following the industrial revolution, there was a dramatic transformation in 
the way food was distributed.  Advances in transportation and packaging 
(refrigeration) suddenly allowed food to be carried long distances 
causing agricultural production to be pushed further to the periphery of 
cities.  Communication technologies emerging from the digital revolution 
generated yet another transformation in food exchange whereby distribution 
could be broken down into steps (i.e. supply chain) offering many producers 
the freedom to sell items at whole sale and no longer serve the individual 
consumer.  This distribution strategy has created a landscape consisting of 
networked locations of exchange that communicate across regions in order 
to efficiently balance supply with demand.  One of the most successful 
examples of the networked market typology is WalMart whose online 
format notifies supplies within seconds of an item’s purchase.  There are 
significant benefits to this kind of real-time communication, one of which 
is the ability for a producer to track the success of their products and 
immediately respond to demand by sending additional supply.  Customers 
aren’t concerned with seasonal harvest fluctuations or geographic 
limitations because if one supplier can’t deliver, than another can be found 
to replace them.  Supply chain logistics also offer reduced costs on some 
items, although environmental costs are arguably much higher due to the 
extensive transportation involved.  Despite the perceived benefits of the 
supermarket typology, the culture around food exchange is largely lost in 
such an environment.  Food that was once local and seasonal is now shrink-
wrapped and sanitized with only a label to communicate its contents.  The 
interaction between consumers and farmers is lost and only final purchases 
are registered and transmitted back to the producer.  Customers interested 
in buying their weekly groceries must now visit huge warehouse structures 
and navigate endless aisles of products.  As a culture, we have pushed all 
traces of food cultivation to the boundaries of our life and so much has 
been lost in the process.
networked 
locations
of exchange
Walmart Distribution Truck / 2010
manufacturer
customer
retailerdistributor / 
reseller
logistics 
manager
supplier
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South Tyrol is a region in northern Italy that offers a unique landscape 
of alpine mountains and mediterranean valleys.  The area comprises 
nearly 7,400 square km, yet only 8% of the terrain is habitable.  Nearly 
half a million people live in the area and there are over 25,000 farmsteads 
currently operating, the majority of which are family run.  Despite this long 
tradition of agricultural production, there have been considerable increases 
in exportation of products which threatens South Tyrol’s local food culture.
In the Spring of 2010, TIS Innovation Park in South Tyrol agreed to work 
with a team from MIT’s Senseable City Lab in order to develop new 
strategies for connecting local producers and consumers while enhancing 
the experience of shopping for local products.  This chapter outlines the 
figures associated with South Tyrol’s “food landscape” as well as the results 
of a site investigation focusing on the operation of farmers’ markets, local 
businesses, and tourism.  The critical design project for this thesis was 
built upon the results of this initial research partnership.
Senseable City Lab Team
Carlo Ratti, Lab Director
Assaf Biderman, Associate Director
Jennifer Dunnam, Project Leader
Fabien Girardin
Kristian Kloeckl
Diego Maniloff
Bernd Resch
Anthony Vanky
Made Possible By
South Tyrol, Italy
Description of the Site
South Tyrol, Italy3
research 
partnership
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bolzano
klausen
brixen
bruneck
sterzing
glurns
leifers
meran
population 
distribution
farm 
distribution
transport 
network
482,650 people
65 inhabitants per square km
116 municipalities
8 major villages
25,000 farmsteads
17,000 agricultural businesses
21,000 Farmers’ Union members
74,000 square km
8% habitable land
regional
terrain
roadways
major highway exits
railways
train stations
airports
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Bolzano, Italy is the largest city in South Tyrol with around 100,000 
residents.  This dense urban area serves as the central exchange point for 
many people and the following pages present various types of exchange 
operations found in this region.
supermarkets
map of bolzano farmers’ 
markets
three types of 
operations within 
the farmers’ 
markets
Minimal Operation
Benefits
easy make-shift stands
Limitations
lacks identity
struggles to accommodate customers
Established Operation
Benefits
personalized operation
Limitations
significant assembly required
Advanced Operation
Benefits
foldable, serviced truck
Limitations
expensive vehicle
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There are several farmers’ markets within Bolzano, 
but each employs a unique strategy for occupying 
urban space and serving customers.  A closer look 
at three markets reveals the diversity of producers, 
products, and people within this region.
Saturday Market
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linear 
circulation
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vehicles used 
as storage
food trucks serving 
customers along 
the market street
detachable awnings 
on vendor trucks
trucks converted 
for market use
Tuesday Market
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vehicles serve as 
overflow storage
market stands 
customized by 
signage and 
products
small market 
assembly of six 
vendors
Daily Market
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permanent street 
market serves 
both imported and 
exported items
located on a popular 
pedestrian street 
with many tourists
limited space 
requires external 
storage
In order to better understand the process by which people, products, and 
producers come together in local farmers’ markets, a site investigation was 
undertaken to assess both the qualitative and quantitative factors driving 
food exchange in South Tyrol.  A team of researchers from MIT’s Senseable 
City Lab traveled to Italy in the Spring of 2010 to meet with local producers 
and learn more about their businesses.  For 5 weeks, we monitored their 
movements using GPS trackers and identified many inefficiencies within 
their routes that could be drastically improved using simple optimization 
tools.  In addition to tracking producers, our team also visited ten farmers’ 
markets throughout South Tyrol and collected information about how far 
people travel to participate in the markets and their motivations behind 
shopping and selling in these spaces.  Our final step towards understanding 
the dynamics of South Tyrol activity involved data mining the open source 
photo-sharing platform, Flickr.  By plotting over 200,000 geotagged photos 
anonymously uploaded to Flickr, we were able to view an entire year’s worth 
of activity showing significant changes in interest alongside the seasons.
Biokistl
Tracking Days
March 28
April 19, 20
March 24, 25, 29, 30
April 11, 19, 20
Longest Distance 
Traveled
93 km
Deliveries
homes
schools
businesses
specialty markets
Krauterschlossl
March 24, 26, 29
April 2, 3, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15, 
16, 17,
18, 20, 27
May 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 13, 
14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 23
Longest Distance 
Traveled
130 km
Deliveries
hotels
businesses
specialty markets
Pur Suedtirol
Tracking Days
March 24, 25, 28, 29, 
30, 31
April 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 
12, 13
Longest Distance 
Traveled
50 km
Deliveries
businesses
Pur Sudtirol stores
Meinbeck
Tracking Days
March 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 
30, 31
April 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 
12, 13,
28, 29, 30
May 2, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11
Longest Distance 
Traveled
32 km
Deliveries
farmers markets
businesses
‘ambulante’
Steiner
Tracking Days
March 24, 25
April 20
May 24, 25, 26
Longest Distance 
Traveled
18 km
Deliveries
businesses
markets
‘ambulante’
Meinbeck GPS 
traces for 5 weeks
Data Collection 
Process
Meinbeck GPS 
traces daily
tracking producers
Meinbeck Daily Routes
March 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31
April 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 28, 29, 30 
May 2, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11
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interviewing farmers
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surveying markets
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data mining flickr
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The system for FlexMarket is designed as a real-time communication 
platform that negotiates between producers and their customers.
Producers
A producer is networked among his peers and can access the system using 
a mobile smart device.  Using the GPS feature of the smart device, the 
vendor’s location is continuously made available to the public.  In addition 
to sharing his location, the producer can also post updates about his 
products, particular sales he’s offering, delivery services, and upcoming 
market stops.  The producer can monitor updates from other vendors in 
order to decipher more efficient strategies for selling his products.
Customers
Customers access the system using a smart device or personal computer. 
From the smart device, location identification is possible if the user chooses 
to share this information.  The customer is able to search through real-time 
data to find nearby vendors, food events, and market sales.  The customer 
can also browse recommendations from other customers and query the 
database for details about the products and agricultural practices.
City
The city has access to information generated by the FlexMarket system 
which enables city officials to make better decisions on when to close off 
streets, where to invest in infrastructure development, how to support local 
producers, and how to better accommodate seasonal tourism.
!
location
products
server
mobile 
device
mobile 
device
location
interests
events activities
mobile & responsive 
network of vendors
customers request delivery 
services and notifications
vendors post daily 
announcements and 
product listings
socially networked 
customers
aut
om
atic
 (fr
om
 GP
S) automatic (from GPS)
manual automatic (from app use)
aut
om
ati
c (f
rom
 loc
ati
on 
dat
a)
manual
System Proposal
Real-Time Communication Platform4
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• Broadcast real-time location online.
• Post product availability online.
• Post promotions & announcements online.
• Receive customer requests through online 
interface.
• Engage network of regional producers 
and food to advance vending strategies, 
customer service, and promotional activities.
• Access open data sets to increase 
awareness of regional activities and 
customer interests.
• SIM Card Data Plan
• Website Interface
 • General Information
 • Vendor Profile
 • News Feed
 • Real-Time Map
 • User Profile (for customers)
 • Internet of Food Interface
  • Search Inquiries
  • Customized Maps
  • Information, Reviews, Etc
• Smart Device Applications
 • (same features as website)
• Smart Device (phone or tablet) with 
integrated GPS
• Smart Device Holder
• Smart Device Charger
• SIM Card
• Server
For Vendors Front End
Fu
nc
tio
na
lit
ie
s
H
ar
dw
ar
e
So
ft
w
ar
e
For Customers Back End
• View vendor’s location online.
• View vendor’s products online.
• View vendor’s promotions & 
announcements online.
• Request deliveries through online 
interface.
• Receive delivery confirmation through 
online interface.
• Create personalized maps according to 
food interests.
• Access open data sets on regional 
activities.
• Database Contents
 • Vendor Locations
  • Current Locations
  • Historic Locations
 • Vendor Database
  • Name of Farm
  • Types of Products
  • Additional Details
 • Customer Database
  • Name (fill in)
  • Address (fill in)
  • Notifications
  • Purchase History (auto list)
• Messaging Platform
 • Outgoing (from vendors)
  • Products Available
  • Promotions
  • General Comments
  • Delivery Confirmations
 • Incoming (from customers)
  • Requests for Deliveries
  • General Comments
• Food Network
 • Database Contents
  • RT Supply Locations
  • RT Demand Locations
  • Complimentary Foods
  • Competitive Foods
 • Food Search Features
  • By Category
  • By Location
  • By Complimentary Items
  • By Competitive Items
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functionalities of the system technology behind the system
Design Proposal
Producers, Products, People & Places5
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The design proposal for FlexMarket is divided into four sections that each 
address a critical component within the system of food exchange.  The first 
section, Mobilize Producers, describes the various inefficiencies found in 
current distribution processes and outlines the opportunities for optimizing 
sales through real-time communication.  Mobility is a critical success factor 
for any South Tyrolean producer and the FlexMarket proposal builds upon 
this element by enabling a greater flexibility in planning one’s route.  The 
second section, Connect People, looks at current open-source data sets 
available within South Tyrol and argues that by tapping into this information, 
greater connections can be made between the interests of people and the 
places and products they’re seeking.  A map of geo-tagged Flickr photos 
is presented across four seasons to offer insight into how seasonality 
affects  the movement of tourists and suggests that producers might 
reconsider their market locations throughout the year.  The third section, 
Network Products, presents the idea of building a “food network” based on 
complimentary items.  Several ideas for applications are outlined to reveal 
the potential behind a radical transparency of products.  The last section, 
Activate Places, presents the physical manifestation of the FlexMarket 
system upon an urban fabric.  A proposal for a shared vehicle program is 
outlined including a smart charging infrastructure that monitors the vehicle 
fleet.  This final idea serves as a future scenario for how networked food 
exchange would evolve and transform the way we interact with producers 
and experience food within the city.
mobilize producers
connect people
network products
activate places
locals rarely shop at markets 
beyond their neighborhood
farmers markets
major roadways
farm distribution
0 %
1-9 %
10-29 %
31-74 %
<10 km
<30 km
<60 km
4541 31 7
vendors
70% of vendors 
travel more than 
40 km to markets
customers
85% of customers 
only visit their 
neighborhood market
mobilize producers
mobility is critical for 
regional producers
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vendors travel past many 
underserved villages on 
their way to markets
new route for 
vendors using the 
FlexMarket system
population of areas traveled 
during route to market: 164,349
Source: Autonomous Province of South Tyrol
Provincial Statistics Institute - ASTAT
Bozen / Bolzano 2006
travel time: 1 hr 26 min
travel distance: 105 km
competition: 10 bread vendors
market hours: 6 hrs
location: harasser 
product: bread
Gais 3,058
Bruneck/Brunico 14,284
St.Lorenzen/S.Lorenzo d.S. 3,567
Kiens/Chienes 2,686
Vintl/Vandoies 3,205
Mühlbach/Rio di Pusteria 2,729
Natz-Schabs/Naz-Sciaves 2,648
Sand in Taufers/Campo Tures 5,011
Brixen/Bressanone 19,504
Klausen/Chiusa 4,948
Terlan/Terlano 3,860
Waidbruck/Ponte Gardena 192
Bozen/Bolzano 98,657
meran market (friday)
sankt georgen farm
@ bruneck, brixen, & terlan / 
passing through friday and 
selling fresh baked bread
thurs
6pm
friday
10am
friday
3pm
friday
4-7pm
9 home 
delivery 
requests
friday
11am
walk-up 
lunch 
customers
@ bozen /
selling bread NOW till 
2pm at Piazza Walther
5 home 
delivery 
requests
meran market
steiner butchery 
may 12 route
vehicle speed during ‘ambulante’ route
steiner butchery
meran market
steiner spent 7 hours selling 
bread making almost 50 stops 
for a village of only 700 people
new route using the 
FlexMarket system
customers can visit the 
market directly on foot
customers can request 
deliveries to their home 
(even when they’re away)
ambulante routes are 
inefficient and service 
is often inconsistent
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trip
planning
real-time
conditions
social
media
mobility
networks
connect people
people are using technology 
to connect in new ways
data sets from different sources 
can be combined to generate 
personalized maps and suggestions 
for how to experience south tyrol
open source data sets can be 
accessed for further insight into 
people’s activities and interests
flickr data
twitter data
FlexMarket 
data
WikiTravel data
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winter
dispersed activity throughout the 
region with clustering around ski 
areas and dolmites
summer
loose clustering of people
around natural landscapes
dolmites
ski slopes
dolmites
lago di resia
parco naturale
204,551 flickr photos
Flickr Data Mining by Fabien Girardin
Visualization by Bernd Resch and Jennifer Dunnam
spring
lesser activity throughout region 
but significant crowds 
concentrating in urban areas
fall
scattered activity in eastern region 
with high concentration in cities
brixen
bolzano
meran
bolzano
meran
wine valley
south tyrol is active throughout the year 
with each season bringing new activities
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where are the 
local products?
South Tyrol has initiated a 
program for labeling locally 
produced items but are 
looking for more active ways 
to promote these products
network products
local products are often difficult 
to find within busy markets
FlexMarket puts local vendors at an 
advantage by streaming their products, 
sales, and events in real time
apple samples 
available in 
meran market
wine tasting in 
walterplatz 
squarecheese on 
the move
Excerpt from “Flavor network and the principles of food pairing” by Yong-Yeol 
Ahn, Sebastian E. Ahnert, James P. Bagrow, Albert-Laszlo Barabasi
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Relationships among food items can be mapped within a network 
according to their favorability to one another.  These food networks 
can be used to better determine market arrangements as well as 
optimize search queries for complimentary products.
Patzleidhof
Niedermair
Tendershof
Nalser-
bacherkeller
Lüch de Survisc
Rauthof
Pfrollnhof
Pirchhof
Zmailer
Gummererhof SchiffereggerNiedristhof Schnalshuberhof
Falschauerhof
Griesserhof
Föhrner
Oberlegar
Steidlerhof
Haidgerberhof
Oberpfaffstaller
Buchnerhof
Gostnerhof
Huberhof
Oberpartegger
Pschnickerhof
Unteraichnerhof
Villscheiderhof
Obermoserhof
Fronthof
Häuslerhof
Leitnerhof
Luggin Steffelehof
Obergostner-Hof
Santerhof
Schwarzielhof
Tasiolerhof
Kohl-Obsthof 
Troidner
Widum Baumann
Frötscherhof
Partschillerhof
Hof am Schloss
Kandlwaalhof
Neufeldhof
Ausserloretzhof
Fischerhof
Bauernbrennerei
Destillerie Plonhof
Hofbrennerei St. Urban
Weingut Steinhauserhof
Steinmannhof
Weberhof
Chi Prà
Eggemair
Erschbaumer-
hof
Gamsegghof
Hochgruberhof
Kleinstahl
Lehrnerhof
Lüch da P´cei
Neuhaus Hof
Rieglhof
Schönrastalm
Unteroltlhof
Unterschweig
Ausluger
Buchhütterhof
Mairhof
Mitterflitzhof
Törggelehof
Bergila
Getzlechenhof
Kräutergärten Wipptal
Pflegerhof
Stilfser Bergkräuter
Südtiroler Kräuter Gold
Zum Oberen Hof
of vendors sell only 
one type of product70%
co
m
pl
im
en
ta
ry
pr
od
uc
t l
in
ks
pr
ou
du
ct
s
ve
nd
or
s
fruit
fabricwine
plants
meat
bread fish
vegetables
cheese
30 vendors offering vegetables
133 customers buying vegetables
7 markets selling vegetables
33
33
27
98
10
35
35
63
16
91
13
46
4
44
48
72
30
133
5
6
6
6
7
36
6
10
the network of food  forms connections 
among complementary products
12 vegetable vendors
lana market
11 fruit vendors
23 fruit customers
kaltern market
oberbozen market
0 vegetable vendors
4 vegetable customers
bozen market
11 fruit vendors
23 fruit customers
i need
vegetables!
where are 
the fruit 
customers?
4
27
12
24
8
21
5
17
11
23
3
11
9
12
8
9
0
14
# of vendors selling 
meat product
# of customers shopping 
for meat product
supply and demand fluctuations can be 
tracked in real-time and used to make 
decisions on where to shop and sell
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where are 
speck 
vendors 
today?
wine and speck 
tasting tonight 
@ walterplatz
vendor: steiner
price: 15€ /kg
packaged: 48hrs ago
vendor: buchnerhof
price: 13€ /kg
packaged: 72hrs ago
4 speck vendors 
@ bozen market
weingut steinhauserhof
location: salurn
product: wine
Option 1:
travel to markets to sell 
alongside competitors
Option 2:
coordinate sales with vendors 
offering complimentary products
markets with significant 
numbers of wine vendors
fruit vendors
cheese vendors
meat vendors
FlexMarket helps customers 
navigate a landscape of food
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activate places
counterfit merchandise / new york city
lemonade cart / boston
solar food truck / austin
farmers market / los angelos
visserijplein plaza / rotterdam
santa caterina / barcelona
les halles / paris
ephemeral
permanent
illegal street sales
integrated market 
support infrastructure
permanent 
market structure
roaming carts in 
public spaces
weekly market 
stand clusters
food truck parking
established market district
the scale and temporality 
of markets in the city...
FlexMarket enables real 
time communication with 
the urban infrastructure
which streets 
should close for 
markets?
where can i set 
up my market 
stand?
producer
city officials
two persistent spatial problems of markets
1. vendors are restricted to designated parking locations
2. markets require advanced approval from city to occupy streets
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pedestrian 
interface
programmable LEDs 
show configuration 
and parking options
electricity (for vehicles 
and market operations) 
provided along curb
FlexPad cover
energy distributor outlets
programmable LEDs
FlexPad base
existing parking spacesFlexPod
interactive charging 
infrastructure
the physical manifestation of FlexMarket 
involves three essential parts
1. interactive charging infrastructure
2. self-organizing clusters
3. customizable vending units
1
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In order to “activate places”, the FlexMarket proposal includes a business 
strategy for launching a shared vehicle program controlled by a smart 
charging infrastructure.  The vehicles, called FlexPods, are small vending 
units that can be customized by producers and easily unfolded to display 
products at markets.  The charging infrastructure, called a FlexPad, contains 
an array of sensors that monitor the location and identity of vending units 
and allow users to easily navigate large market clusters.  The FlexMarket 
system is designed to offer parking assistant to vendors so that street 
markets may grow according to a general logic that can be easily navigated 
by customers.  A “place making configuration library” is utilized to offer 
vendors suggestions for how to set up their vehilces alongside one another 
and form market stands that are welcoming to browsing customers.
corne
r
circle
bend
stack
split fill weave
would you like vending 
location assistance?
monitor unit and 
register location
access vendor 
distribution map
are other 
vending units 
present?
access urban 
condition map
is the location 
“constrained”?
highlight spaces 
available around and 
within the cluster
highlight the “preferred 
direction” of the cluster
access global 
configuration 
strategies
access regional 
activities and 
population 
distribution map
access local 
configuration 
strategies
highlight complimentary 
vendors
highlight complimentary 
vendors
highlight spaces 
available around and 
within the cluster
highlight the“preferred 
direction” of the cluster
no
the vendor approaches an area 
and the system asks for one 
response...
yes
noyes
no yes
>
>
>
>
>
>
highlight spaces 
available near the 
“anchor points”
>
self-organizing 
clusters2
place-making configuration library
decision tree
would you like vending 
location assistance?
monitor unit and 
register location access vendor 
distribution map
are other vending 
units present?
access urban 
condition map
is the location 
“constrained”?
highlight spaces available 
around and within the cluster
highlight the “preferred 
direction” of the cluster
access global 
configuration strategies
access regional activities 
and population 
distribution map
access local 
configuration strategies
highlight complimentary vendors
highlight spaces available 
around and within the cluster
highlight the“preferred 
direction” of the cluster
highlight complimentary vendors
yesno
noyes
no yes
>
>
>
>
>
>
highlight spaces 
available near the 
“anchor points”
>
would you like vending 
location assistance?
monitor unit and 
register location access vendor 
distribution map
are other vending 
units present?
access urban 
condition map
is the location 
“constrained”?
highlight spaces available 
around and within the cluster
highlight the “preferred 
direction” of the cluster
access global 
configuration strategies
access regional activities 
and population 
distribution map
access local 
configuration strategies
highlight complimentary vendors
highlight spaces available 
around and within the cluster
highlight the“preferred 
direction” of the cluster
highlight complimentary vendors
yesno
noyes
no yes
>
>
>
>
>
>
highlight spaces 
available near the 
“anchor points”
>
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decision tree 
scenario - step 01
decision tree 
scenario - step 02
would you like vending 
location assistance?
monitor unit and 
register location access vendor 
distribution map
are other vending 
units present?
access urban 
condition map
is the location 
“constrained”?
highlight spaces available 
around and within the cluster
highlight the “preferred 
direction” of the cluster
access global 
configuration strategies
access regional activities 
and population 
distribution map
access local 
configuration strategies
highlight complimentary vendors
highlight spaces available 
around and within the cluster
highlight the“preferred 
direction” of the cluster
highlight complimentary vendors
yesno
noyes
no yes
>
>
>
>
>
>
highlight spaces 
available near the 
“anchor points”
>
would you like vending 
location assistance?
monitor unit and 
register location access vendor 
distribution map
are other vending 
units present?
access urban 
condition map
is the location 
“constrained”?
highlight spaces available 
around and within the cluster
highlight the “preferred 
direction” of the cluster
access global 
configuration strategies
access regional activities 
and population 
distribution map
access local 
configuration strategies
highlight complimentary vendors
highlight spaces available 
around and within the cluster
highlight the“preferred 
direction” of the cluster
highlight complimentary vendors
yesno
noyes
no yes
>
>
>
>
>
>
highlight spaces 
available near the 
“anchor points”
>
would you like vending 
location assistance?
monitor unit and 
register location access vendor 
distribution map
are other vending 
units present?
access urban 
condition map
is the location 
“constrained”?
highlight spaces available 
around and within the cluster
highlight the “preferred 
direction” of the cluster
access global 
configuration strategies
access regional activities 
and population 
distribution map
access local 
configuration strategies
highlight complimentary vendors
highlight spaces available 
around and within the cluster
highlight the“preferred 
direction” of the cluster
highlight complimentary vendors
yesno
noyes
no yes
>
>
>
>
>
>
highlight spaces 
available near the 
“anchor points”
>
would you like vending 
location assistance?
monitor unit and 
register location access vendor 
distribution map
are other vending 
units present?
access urban 
condition map
is the location 
“constrained”?
highlight spaces available 
around and within the cluster
highlight the “preferred 
direction” of the cluster
access global 
configuration strategies
access regional activities 
and population 
distribution map
access local 
configuration strategies
highlight complimentary vendors
highlight spaces available 
around and within the cluster
highlight the“preferred 
direction” of the cluster
highlight complimentary vendors
yesno
noyes
no yes
>
>
>
>
>
>
highlight spaces 
available near the 
“anchor points”
>
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decision tree 
scenario - step 03
decision tree 
scenario - step 05
decision tree 
scenario - step 04
decision tree 
scenario - step 06
the farmers union owns and 
maintains the FlexPods
vendors rent the FlexPods for 
weekly or seasonal time periods
the city invests in a charging infrastructure for 
electric vehicles and FlexPods are the inital 
fleet of vehicles to be supported
producers customize the FlexPods 
according to their needs
refridgeration
display shelves
wooden racks
meat &cheese
produce
wine
crowds
Cluster Anchors
green spaces
parking areas
tourist destinations
charging areas
market clusters
would you like vending 
location assistance?
monitor unit and 
register location access vendor 
distribution map
are other vending 
units present?
access urban 
condition map
is the location 
“constrained”?
highlight spaces available 
around and within the cluster
highlight the “preferred 
direction” of the cluster
access global 
configuration strategies
access regional activities 
and population 
distribution map
access local 
configuration strategies
highlight complimentary vendors
highlight spaces available 
around and within the cluster
highlight the“preferred 
direction” of the cluster
highlight complimentary vendors
yesno
noyes
no yes
>
>
>
>
>
>
highlight spaces 
available near the 
“anchor points”
>
customizable 
vending units3
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decision tree 
scenario - step 07
cluster “anchors” are identified 
throughout the city as points 
of interest where the growing 
market might be steered towards
FlexPod can be independently driven or 
pulled by another vehicle for long distances
FlexPod can expand for 
additional storage and space
shelves can slide out and rotate to 
reconfigure the space around FlexPod
pod
8’ x 8’ x 8’
crate
2’ x 1’ x 6”
shelf
7’ x 16” x 5’
wheels
8’ x 8’ x 2’
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Final Thesis Defense
December 15, 20116
renderings of market clusters
model of market cluster on street corner
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final presentation boards
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